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Even Military Becoming Hostile to
Christians
Before the government lifted the
ban on open homosexuals in the military, Bible-believing chaplains were
feeling growing hostility to the gospel and biblical truth. As evidence,
World News Service lists the following: “[T]his year: An Army Reserve
training brief on hate groups declares
that evangelical Christians and Roman
Catholics are extremists as dangerous as al Qaeda. A commander tells a
chaplain to “stay in your lane” when
he offers spiritual advice about the
military’s exploding sexual assault
See Military Hostile to Christ page 8

The same forces that took prayer
out of schools are now attacking
prayer in the military.

A Christian’s Immediate
Evangelistic Device (IED)...
A Chick Tract
THIS WAS
YOUR LIFE!

By Allen Dunn

In the last few
years I have taken
#1 - 16 cents
pleasure in giving
out gospel tracts. For many Christians it
is embarrassing to hand out gospel tracts.
Suppose we take a lesson from warfare and
apply it to our spiritual war.
In the war in Afghanistan, Taliban
fighters have used Improvised Explosive
Devices (IEDs) to wreak havoc on our
troops. The IED is located any place that
can do the most effective destruction and
damage. They always come as a surprise.
My gospel tracts, I call IEDs, Immediate
See IED... page 10
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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Classic Chance to Update the Bible
By David W. Daniels
It was an amazing day of celebration.
After 70 years of captivity, the children
and children’s children returned to Jerusalem, to their ancestral home.
Nehemiah, their temporary governor,
had faced many battles to get them to
this point. There were false prophets and
prophetesses, false brethren and false
accusations. And despite the looming
threat of extinction by adversaries, the
Lord had helped them rebuild the wall of
Jerusalem in just 52 days! What a feat!
Now the people were resettled in their
own cities and had come to Jerusalem for
the Feast of Tabernacles. It was time for
Ezra the priest to read a copy of the Law of
Moses to the people —all 50,000 of them.
There was just one problem. A lot of the
people didn’t understand the ancient
Hebrew terms anymore. What’s a priest
to do? This was a
classic opportunity to
“update” the Bible.
There were terms the
young people would
not
understand.
#1252 - $9.95
$9 95
There were concepts
160 pages
the next generation
paperback

had not been taught.
Who knows? Some
of the parents may
have said to him:
“Remember, Ezra
—you don’t want
to lose the young
people!”
Ezra could have
made some “cultural
#1271 - $12.95
substitutes” —you
256 pages
know, take a term
paperback
from their Babylonian culture and substitute that word for
the old Bible word. He could have made
an RBV, Revised Babylonian Version,
Youth Edition. This was his chance. It was
classic!
But did he? Not a chance! Ezra did what
God commissioned him, as a priest and his
people, the Levites, to do: he arranged to
teach them. The priests and Levites circulated among the people, helping people to
understand the words —but they still read
exactly what God had said. They didn’t
change a word!
Take a look for yourself in Nehemiah 8:8:
“So they read in the book in the law of
God distinctly, and gave the sense, and
caused them to understand the reading.”
That’s our job as Christians. In Matthew
See Bible Update?... page 4

Scotland Law to Place All Children
Under Government Care
Europe continues to give us an object
lesson on where our own culture and
government is going. A proposed law in
Scotland seeks to assign a government
social worker to every child from birth.
The bill is part of a state-wide initiative
called “Getting it Right for Every Child.”
The social worker would be responsible
to “promote, support or safeguard the
wellbeing” of every child from birth. This
would place the judgment and opinions of
the government directly between the child

and his parents. For an example of how
this might work we need only visit the case
of a homeschooling family from Germany
who fled to the U.S. to avoid having their
children taken from them for refusing
government schooling. The Romeike
family has requested asylum but the U.S.
Department of Justice is attempting to
deport them back to Germany where they
face stiff fines and loss of their children to
See Government Child Care... page 4
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Witness While
You Walk!

Want a Mansion in Heaven?

Please Don’t Go To Hell!

Colors: Black & Rich Purple

Color: Black only

Black - Sizes:
$19.95 Medium
$19.95 Large
$19.95 X-Large
$22.95 XX-Large
$22.95 XXX - Large

Sizes:
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$22.95
$22.95

Rich Purple - Sizes:
$19.95 Medium
$19.95 Large
$19.95 X-Large
$22.95 XX-Large

Medium
Large
X-Large
XX-Large
XXX - Large

See in full color at:
www.chick.com/info/Tees

2 for $32.00
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Government
Child Care...
From page 2
the state schools. In this case, the German
government has decided that it knows
better how to “safeguard the wellbeing” of
the children than the parents.
This case shows how close we are in
America to facing the same government
intrusion. If this family is denied safety
here and sent back to Germany, will any
family be safe if they object to what their
children are taught in the government
schools? *
One thing currently protecting U.S.
parents is the government’s refusal to
sign the United Nations Convention on
the Rights of the Child (UNCRC). Most
Americans are unaware of the danger of
these “UN Conventions.” In order for
the UN to advance its power as it moves
us toward one world government it has
come up with these “conventions” that are
actually diplomatic treaties.
When two or more countries make
an agreement, it is called a treaty. And
like with contracts between people, they
are binding each to fulfill an obligation.

Bible Update?...
From page 2
28:19-20 the Lord Jesus said: “Go ye
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teaching
them to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you….”
Teach them God’s words. Then, when
they’re saved, teach them what God
says about how to obey Him. We cannot
compromise God’s words with “cultural
equivalents” and pass that off as scripture.
Ezra and the Levites did what every
faithful pastor should be doing: taking
See Bible Update?... page 12

Over the years the UN has come up
with dozens of these agreements dealing
with everything from arms trade to family
planning to women’s rights to rules for
ships on the sea.
Article VI of the U.S. constitution
specifies that any such treaties made with
other countries shall become the “law
of the land.” In other words, when the
U.S. gave its word, it planned to stand
by it. Most other countries, who have
constitutional governments, also pledge to
honor their treaties.
Thus, when the United Kingdom,
including Scotland, signed the UNCRC, it
agreed to reshape its laws to comply with
the UN rules.
The web site, http://www.unicef.org/crc/
index_protecting.html explains that “The
Convention on the Rights of the Child
sets out the rights that must be realized for
children to develop their full potential, free
from hunger and want, neglect and abuse.”
So, who is going to be responsible to
guarantee these rights? History has always
assumed that it was the parents. And history
goes on to record how poorly parents have
done in most cultures, particularly those
dominated by Satan’s philosophies. Only
in cultures guided by biblical principles
do children “develop their full potential.”
But, since the godless UN refuses
to recognize biblical principles, big
government is their only option. So,
Germany decided that home schooling
by the Romeike family was a form of
“neglect,” and their children must be taken
over by the state to raise.
Again, in Scotland, the state is seeking
to position the government to look over
the shoulders of the parents to make sure
they do the job right, not according to the
parent’s standards, but by dictates of the
state.
These government policies that threaten
our families can only be changed by
leaders who honor God’s laws. Therefore,
soul winners, the only way to stop this
monster is revival. We have much work
to do.
*See Battle Cry, March-April 2013, p 6.
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HALLOWEEN

Don’t miss this once-a-year
witnessing opportunity!

There are a lot of good parents who really care what
their kids eat, and read. They go through the Halloween
candy bag and sort things out. You can bet that those
parents will read the Chick tracts that are in their kids’
bags. And they will get the gospel, too.
How many of them will remember that their folks took
them to Sunday School? Then they’ll realize, “I need to
take my kids and do the same.” You may never have had
the opportunity to give that parent a tract, so this is a
great chance for them to read the Gospel.

NEW

#1073 - 16 cents
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Shallow Churches Push Kids
Toward Atheism
The atheists are on the move. Where big questions. “Church became all about
they have not succeeded in removing the ceremony, handholding, and kumbaya,”
Ten Commandments from government Phil said with a look of disgust. “I missed
property, they are demanding equal space my old youth pastor. He actually knew
for “secular” monuments. Billboards are the Bible.” Taunton then asked when Phil
appearing across the country declaring: began to think of himself as an atheist. “By
“DON’T BELIEVE IN GOD? YOU ARE the end of my junior year,” he remembered.
He seemed surprised when Taunton
NOT ALONE.” This is just more evidence
that our culture is marching away from the pointed out that that was about the time the
biblical foundations that made America youth leader was fired.
Taunton says that most of the young
great.
A recent article by Larry Taunton in atheists had come out of churches whose
the Atlantic magazine brought the issue mission and message was vague. Clear
directly to the doorstep of local churches. biblical answers to their questions were
clouded by emphasis on
Called “Listening to Young
“social justice,” community
Atheists: Lessons for a Strong
involvement, or just “being
Christianity,” it reports on a
good,” with few connections to
nationwide survey conducted
Jesus and the Bible.
by his organization, Fixed
Most of the respondents
Point Foundation.
felt that church offered only
Taunton invited members
superficial answers to life’s
of campus atheist groups like
difficult questions. However,
Secular Student Alliances
they seemed to hold in respect
(SSA)
and
Freethought
anyone who genuinely took the
Societies (FS) to answer one
#165 - $12.95
$12 95
Bible seriously. One political
simple question: What led you
256 pages
science major at Dartmouth
to become an atheist? He was
paperback
told Taunton: “I really can’t
surprised by the response.
“Since the New Atheism fashions itself consider a Christian a good, moral person if
as a movement that is ruthlessly scientific,” he isn’t trying to convert me.”
This study shows that, in these chaotic
says Taunton, he expected that the first
answers would “attribute the decision to the times, our young people want solid, biblical
answers to life’s big questions and we often
purely rational and objective.”
But when he got them to tell their stories, feed them with fun, instead. These young
a different picture emerged. One young atheists quickly saw that leaders in their
man typified the general path to unbelief: churches were only half-hearted in their
Phil had grown up in church, active in the beliefs.
This was a turn-off to serious-minded
youth group. Things went well under a
mature youth leader who “knew the Bible.” young people trying to make sense of the
However, the church administration began world they are growing up in. They did not
to pressure the leader to avoid “boring” choose atheism by logic and reason, but
the kids by injecting more fun into the by an emotional reaction to the hypocrisy
they saw.
activities.
Chick tracts may engage the reader with
This led to a change in youth leaders and
Phil decided that Christianity was unserious a good story, but then presents no-nonsense,
because the leadership appeared to lack biblical truth. Hell is one example.
a strong belief. Entertainment had been
See Churches... page 10
substituted for biblical answers to Phil’s
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Zambia Trade Fair Seeded
with the Gospel

Chick tracts continue to lengthen thee
reach of foreign missionaries. One examplee
is in Zambia where Andrew and Jill Schultzz
work. Looking for an opportunity to get a
lot of gospel out at once, they discovered
d
a local trade fair where they could erectt
a display booth. Pictures on this pagee
show how the people responded to the
thousands of tracts and New Testaments
given out.
The first day was quiet with vendors still
setting up. However, visitors included a
Muslim family who came with questions aboutt
o
“Christians” and, beside discussion, agreed to
receive tracts and literature.
On the second day, the crowds picked up. A
d
thousand tracts were taken and 9 people accepted
ss no
ot
Christ. “We have great liberty to witness
not
g
only in our booth but also to people walking
n
throughout the fair,” Schultz reported in
r:
an email. The third day was even busier:
“Today we saw 5 people accept Christ ass
their Savior. Over 2,500 Chick tracts weree
d
distributed, and the Gospel was shared
with many personally, one-on-one.”
Through the Mission Fund, Chickk
k
customers have placed millions of Chick
tracts into the hands of missionaries
worldwide.
They report that saturation with tracts
often stirs hearts enough that churches are
easy to plant as a result. And it multiplies
from there. The people already know how
h
effective tracts are in extending the outreach
of the new church.
If you would like to help in this effort, seee
page 11 for instructions.
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Military Hostile to Christ...
From page 1
problem. “Last year: A superior tells an
Air Force major to remove from his desk
the Bible he had kept there for 23 years.
An Army lieutenant colonel instructs his
subordinates to recognize the “religious
right in America” as a domestic hate group
like the KKK and Neo-Nazis. An Army
master sergeant with 25 years of service
faces punishment for serving Chick-fil-A
sandwiches at his promotion party.
“Two years ago: Christian prayers
banned at veteran funeral services in Houston’s National Cemetery. Bibles temporarily banned at Walter Reed Army Medical
Center. A Christian cross banned from a
military chapel in Afghanistan. A chaplain
called into his supervisor’s office and
chewed out for closing a prayer with the
words “In Jesus’ name.”
42c

AIL
CHICK MB
AG

For several years, an atheist humanist
organization called the Freedom From
Religion Foundation (FFRF) has been
mounting lawsuits against any Christian
displays on government property. Now, a
Military Religious Freedom Foundation
(MRFF) is specifically targeting Bible
believers in the military.
Its founder, Mikey Weinstein, a vehement anti-Christian and former Air Force
advocate general, has surfaced in the discussion of military religious freedom. This
was alarming because he recently stated in
a Huffington Post column that evangelical
Christians are “monsters of human degradation.”
The Pentagon has responded that, while
“proselytizing” is forbidden by regulations, the right to evangelize was carefully
protected. Southern Baptist leaders immeSee Military Hostile to Christ... page 14

“I love Chick tracts —never really
want to use any other tracts. I find the
other kinds of tracts just lacking getting
“Always love your splendid
to the biblical heart of the issue. I love
well-painted/drawn stories! Invigorating, the cartoon touch without compromising
seriously funny, but incisive and
God’s Word. They bluntly and truthfully
declarative. Great for all ages!”
bring the light into the darkness. With
J.M. Face book Post
God’s word in our hearts and Chick tracts
in hand, we can be Witnessing Warriors for
“D&D [Dungons & Dragons] is evil
the Lord.”
D.P., Facebook
but for a different reason than
magic. You see in D&D the
“Your doctor said you need
player character is forced to
exercise. Don’t go out and
worship another god. The last
get one of those treadmills
straw for me with D&D was
or bikes. Get yourself a big
when I learned that one of
stack of assorted tracts, map
these tin gods was the Devil
out a neighborhood, go up
and that did it for me. I was so
and down the driveways and
angry that the Devil had fooled me
stairs and put tracts on the doors.
that I quit D&D.”
A., Email.
You can evangelize and lose weight at the
I love your tracts. They helped me
come to Christ over 20 years ago. I have
passed them out for years now. Thank
you for your faithfulness in producing so
many wonderful tracts.
A.T., OR

same time!”

W.P., Facebook
Join the conversation...
find “Chick Publications”
on Facebook
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Does Your Church Have a
Spanish Ministry?
Just as among English-speakers, Spanish Christians have
begun to debate the question: “Which Spanish Bible is really
God’s words, with nothing changed or removed?”
Chick Spanish tracts use the Reina-Valera-Gomez Bible
(RVG), which is 100% based upon the original Textus Receptus,
just like the King James in English. Make sure you give your
Spanish-speaking believers a Bible they can really trust!

#262 • $11.95, paperback

#1280 • $59.95
Large print
Red letter
Center reference
Real Berkshire leather – Very soft

#258 • $17.95, hard cover

#264 • $29.95
Bonded leather
Center reference
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IED...
From page 1
Evangelistic Devices. Here are some of
the ways that I have placed my Immediate
Evangelistic Devices in areas where I can
surprise Satan and the world with the
gospel.
At lunch, the waitress gets a good tip
inside of my gospel tract. When I pay my
bill, I casually lay one down for the clerk.
Before I leave, the restroom is my next
stop. A tract on the tissue dispenser will
surely be read by men who happen to have
the time.
One day I went to my car, helped my wife
into the car and started my engine. I looked
up and the waitress came running towards
my car. I said to myself, I paid my bill and
I left her a good tip. What did I do wrong?
Rolling my window down, she shouted that
she was a born-again Christian, saved thru
a gospel tract like this one. One day, I will
meet her in heaven again.
My employment at the time was to drive
patients from nursing homes to doctor’s
offices. In one instance, I laid my tract on
a lamp stand. Crossing the room to sit, I
waited for the patient. Five different people
picked up the tract, read it and laid it down
again. A magazine caught my attention and
I began to read an article. When I finished,
inside went an Immediate Evangelistic
Device. In order to pick up the patient, I
entered the doctor’s office. Guess what?
A tract found its way next to his computer.
The clipboard that the clerk handed to me
to sign in, went back with a tract attached
to it. The patient was returned to her room
and a tract appeared on her tray.
The children’s play area is a good
place for children to read them. In the
hallway was a suggestion box. I made a
“suggestion” by depositing an Immediate
Evangelistic Device. Many hospitals have
a chapel for those wishing to pray. Inside
the prayer request book was placed an
Immediate Evangelistic Device.
Other religions go door to door, as
“missionaries.” Have you ever thought
of going to all the front doors of your

IED Supplies
All-Tract Assortment
Item #915 - $17.95
neighbors and quietly taping a gospel tract
to the door and just walking away? Nothing
pushy. Or try this some time: after pumping
your gas at the station, tape a tract over the
dollar signs on the pump. Roll up a tract
and tuck it under the trigger on the pump
nozzle.
Remember that homeless person on the
side of the street that wants money. Place a
dollar in a gospel tract. Yes, they may use
it for imbibing but God says His word will
not return unto Him void.
God makes appointments for us every
day. The people we meet, do business with,
maybe talk to on the phone, are who God
wants us to share the Gospel with. Do the
unexpected! Surprise as many as you can
with a gospel IED, Immediate Evangelistic
Device. Your reward will be in Heaven.

Churches...
From page 6
Seeker-friendly churches, preaching
easy believeism have failed to teach the
awfulness of eternity in fiery torment. God
called Chick Publications to counterbalance
this with tracts that present the whole
gospel of both heaven and hell. Parents
tell us that, when their youngsters grow up
reading Chick tracts, their foundation in
biblical truth is strengthened. In addition,
two books by Rick Jones, Stairway to Hell
and How to be a Successful Teenager,
provide additional help for parents trying
to shepherd their kids through today’s
minefields of evil in our culture.
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Many Christians want
to provide Chick tracts
to missionaries.

We can help!
We maintain an account called:

The Chick Mission Fund
Although we are not legally structured to give tax-deductible receipts, we
definitely know how to get literature into missionaries’ hands. They often
write to us asking if anyone can help them get Chick tracts.
In response to an offer to provide Chick tracts: “Yes, we can always
use Chick Tracts. It is amazing how many weekly requests we receive
for them. Out of all of the millions of tracts we have shipped through the
years to the Philippines, we have had better results and more requests
for Chick tracts than any other materials. There is one thing about the
churches, pastors and laymen who labor with Mass Media Outreach
Ministries (MMOM) in the Philippines, they are some of the most diligent
people in all the world. We can use all the tracts you can provide...and I
promise, they will be passed out and not stored.
“I appreciate your consideration of laboring together with us in reaching
the Filipino people. [Through multiple donors], including Chick Mission
Fund, we have put over 1,300,000 tracts into the Philippines in the last
few years. Thank you for your trust and willingness to co-labor with us in
reaching the Filipino people with the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ.”
D.W., Philippines
100% of the funds you send to the Chick Mission
Fund are used to ship literature to missionaries.
We receive requests frequently from missionaries
who need your help. Just during recent months,
shipments have been provided for:

Taiwan
Venezuela
Guatemala
Guatema
Zambia
Hungary

Cambodia

Denmark

India
El Salvador

Thailand

Burma

Vietnam

Philippines

Paraguay
Poland

China

Italy

Mexico
Trinidad and Tobago

Will you help?
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How Not to Waste a Phone Call
By David W. Daniels
It was 1 AM. The phone rang shrilly in
the other room. I had to answer it. So I got
out of bed and jog-walked to the phone,
not wanting to wake anybody up.
“Hello?”
A whisper. “I’m gonna kill you.” (Click)
I was shaken, but went back to bed.
2 AM.
“Hello?”
The same whisper. “You’re gonna die!”
(Click)
I was saved, going to Bible college, but
still shaken.
I prayed.
3 AM.
“Hello?”
“You’re gonna--”
“Did you know that Jesus loves you,
and died for your sins?”
“Huh? Oh, look, I’m just messing
around. I’m here at my friend’s, I was
bored.... Hey, I go to church, and...”
No kidding. He told me his name, where
his friend lived, where he went to church,

Bible Update?...

that he was sorry.... All because I took
the opportunity to start to witness to an
unidentified, scary person on the phone!
Ever been called at 3 AM by a Saudi
Arabian telemarketer? One church
secretary was. The poor salesman didn’t
know what time it was in the USA. But the
sister was not fazed. She witnessed to this
Muslim, and he got saved!
But that’s not all. On another night, she
got another call, about 3 AM again... and
the same telemarketer was on the line. He
said to her, “This is my cousin. I want you
to tell him everything you told me.” It
became a soul-winning opportunity!
Brothers and sisters, God gives us
opportunities, if only we will keep our
spiritual soil moist, through prayer and
Bible-reading. I keep my little Bible and
plenty of Chick tracts handy, and was able
to give a tract to a JW and his wife! They
offered me their materials, and I offered
mine! May God bless every one of you
with these kinds of opportunities. Who
knows what victories the Lord may have
in store for you?

recognize Satan’s deceptions if we don’t
have a Bible that we can trust to be
authoritative truth?
From page 4
I believe these examples from the scripGod’s “sure word” and helping his peo- tures. I will read from my King James,
ple understand the “sense” of that word; God’s preserved words in English, and
teaching the people how to implement I will gladly help “give the sense, and
cause them to understand the
God’s words in the current culreading.”
ture.
That way they’ll be lifted up
Translators of the modern
to learn God’s words, instead of
versions have changed God’s
(dare I say it?) dumbing-down
words to try to fit in with
God’s holy scripture for them.
the culture. Instead, the culture
That way we can teach them
should be changed to fit itself
to observe all Christ commandto God’s word.
ed us, without compromising
That is the burden of a
God’s words. And Christ will
true pastor or Bible teacher:
be with us.
to admonish and exhort the
I hope you will join me in
#111 - $2.25
culture to obey God’s words.
32 pages
not dumbing-down —I mean,
That is the only thing that
comic book
“updating”— the holy words
will redeem the culture from
of God.
Satan’s lies. But how can we
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One person in this crowd is open to the Gospel.

BUT WHICH ONE?
That’s the purpose of Gospel tracts. They provide a
mass-communication way of finding out who is open to hear
about Jesus. The more tracts we give to people we meet,
the better our chances of finding that one who is hungry.
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Military Hostile
to Christ...
From page 8
diately questioned who would be deciding
the difference. Webster’s dictionary finds
little significant difference in the definitions.
Most telling is the actual experiences of
chaplains and Christians in the military.
The Wall Street Journal provides the following quote: Joe Carter, a former Marine
and an editor for the online evangelical magazine The Gospel Coalition, says
nobody can take religious freedom for
granted. “There was a time—just a few
years ago, in fact—when we could laugh
off such views by extremists like Weinstein. But the political climate has become
increasingly hostile to religious liberties.”
Coast Guard Rear Admiral William
Lee spoke at this year’s National Day
of Prayer: “They expect us to check our
religion in at the door —don’t bring that
here,” Lee said. “Leaders like myself are

BattleCry - Sep/Oct 2013
feeling the constraints of rules and regulations and guidance issued by lawyers that
put us in a tighter and tighter box regarding our constitutional right to express our
religious faith. … Pray that we will be able
to weather the storm.” Lee received five
standing ovations.
This is just a small sampling of the news
articles exposing this trend in the military.
No part of our life is immune to this massive
attack by Satan’s disciples who have invaded our culture. For over a hundred years
prophetic voices have warned of creeping
humanism, anti-Christian and anti-biblical
teachings in our schools, media, and some
“churches.” We failed to listen and now the
monster is out of the cage.
The precious freedom that we see slipping away was bought by the blood of millions of our brave soldiers. Unless enough
hearts are turned back to God to reestablish
a measure of righteousness in the land,
they may have died in vain.
Tract saturation was a major factor in
past revivals. The more tracts you can get
out, the better our chances of sparking the
revival so desperately needed.

Popular Website Tract Reintroduced
One of the dominant burdens here at
Chick Publications is concern for the next
generation of Christians. Most have been
taught, either by example or point blank,
that gospel tracts are a waste of time; that
only “relationship evangelism” works. Yet,
the thousands of testimonies in our files
say otherwise.
To try to counter this belief, we produced
a mini-book of some of the testimonies
that have been sent to us over the years.
You can read it at: http://www.chick.com/
catalog/books/dotheywork.asp or request
extra copies of Do They Work? in your
next order. Along this
line, we are bringing
back the older tract,
Dark Dungeons. It
will again be available
as a stock title. Since
first written, we have
watched thousands of

gamers come to the
DARK
Chick website every
DUNGEONS
week to read this
tract online. Many
#46 - 16 cents
of them scorn it, but
they all read it and get a clear gospel
message. A small percentage go on to read
other gospel literature after reading that
tract.
These are mostly young people and
this tract seems to appeal to them. We are
bringing it back and suggesting you use
it to get the attention of a member of the
coming generation long enough to give
them the gospel.
They may brush it off for now, but down
the road the Holy Spirit might be able to
use it at an opportune time. Jesus told us
that the majority who hear the gospel will
not accept it, but He commanded us to find
ways to tell them anyway. This is one of
those ways.
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J ACK C HICK ...
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CHRIST... YOU WILL BURN!
BACK THEN... PEOPLE TREMBLED.

TODAY, PEOPLE YAWN.

*MATT. 23:33
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